SUCCESS CASE // SMART CITY

LTE ENABLED PHOTO
PRINTING SERVICES
BUSINESS CHALLENGE
The consumer behavior is changing. The rise of e-commerce, increased urbanization and overall pace of living are
altering the way we procure daily services and receive ordered goods. The photography industry has experienced
even more significant changes within the last decades. Going from analog to digital has impacted the whole
industry and the way consumers obtain physical photo prints. CEWE – a leading photo service provided from
Germany has deployed more than 4000 self-service photo terminals, which are providing services to customers
24/7, allowing them to print their pictures from smartphones, online accounts, and storage media. All of this
would not be possible without a secure and reliable connection to the Internet, and CEWE has chosen Teltonika
Networks routers to complete this task.
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Capestone BV is a leading specialist and value-added distributor offering cellular and wireless solutions for the
enterprise market along with 1st and 2nd line technical support and optional services such as M2M data plans.
Capestone, based in the Netherlands, is one of the leading Teltonika Networks distributors supporting businesses
and projects across all of Europe.
CEWE is a leading photo service and commercial online printing provider originating from Germany. The
company has a clear focus on bringing technology and innovation benefits to the photo industry, and amongst
many different business areas have implemented over 4000 self-service photo printing terminals to bring better
customer experience to their retail clients.
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SOLUTION
As presented in the topology above, the solution consists of complex self-service photo terminal machine developed by
CEWE. It contains screen for picture selection, electronic payment module, ability to read physical storage media, such as
memory cards and USB drives. Besides, consumers can connect to the machine and print photos from their smartphones.
The RUT240 was chosen due to small form factor and extreme 4G LTE cellular connection resilience with added essential
security features.

BENEFITS
• The remote connection provided by RUT240 allows for tracking ink and paper stock and scheduling optimal service.
• The cellular connection enables users to print not only from physical data storage but also from their social
media or email accounts.
• Teltonika RMS is utilized to automate firmware updates for the RUT240 and conveniently monitor and manage
both the router and the camera – even without public IP!

WHY TELTONIKA?
CEWE has chosen Teltonika RUT240 due to its secure and reliable cellular connectivity and ease of management with
Teltonika Remote Management System. Also, installing cellular routers instead of seeking for wired connections
enabled CEWE to deploy large amount of self-service photo terminals quickly and easily, because they did not
need to rely and negotiate connection contracts with multiple ISPs. Finally, Teltonika RUT240 with RMS was the
most valuable choice due to easy management, scalability, and industrial security features.
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